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BILL TOPIC: STATUTORY REVISION COMMITTEE FIXES TO SB16-146

Summary of Legislation

In 2016, the General Assembly passed and the Governor signed Senate Bill 16-146 to
modernize Colorado statutes regarding sexually transmitted infections.  Among its many provisions,
SB16-146 removed language criminalizing HIV infection, updated reporting requirements
concerning sexually transmitted infections, and clarified infection control duties and requirements
of state and local public health officials.  As part of these updates, SB16-146 relocated various
sections of statute within Title 25.

This bill, recommended by the Statutory Revision Committee, corrects an amending
clause in SB16-146 that failed to repeal certain sections of statute into which other sections of
statute were relocated.  This error resulted in sections of statute appearing twice in the
2016 Colorado Revised Statutes with the same section number, but differing text (i.e., the text
relocated by SB 16-146 and the text as it existed in the 2015 statutes).  This bill repeals the
outdated sections of statute that were intended for repeal in SB16-146.

Assessment

The bill makes technical corrections to statute and is assessed as having no fiscal impact. 
The fiscal note assumes that state agencies are implementing SB16-146 using the new sections
of statute added by SB16-146, rather than relying on sections of 2015 statutes erroneously left in
the 2016 statutes.  Therefore, it is assumed that the workload and revenue impacts identified in the
fiscal note for SB16-146 are taking effect and that no additional fiscal impact will occur.

Effective Date

The bill was signed into law by the Governor on March 1, 2017, and takes effect
August 9, 2017, assuming no referendum petition is filed.
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State and Local Government Contacts

Corrections Counties
District Attorneys Education
Health Care Policy and Financing Higher Education
Human Services Information Technology
Judicial - Criminal Law
Municipalities Public Health And Environment
Regulatory Agencies Sheriffs 

The revenue and expenditure impacts in this fiscal note represent changes from current law under the bill for each fiscal
year.  For additional information about fiscal notes, please visit: www.colorado.gov/fiscalnotes.


